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	Woman is the world's harmony. She is the "5th element" that brings order and meaning to the world. Woman is the reason for the balance of men's worlds, for planets and satellites moving the right way. With her, life has purpose. 

The woman's mission is to organize the notes of men's thoughts, deeds and feelings into melody, harmonize and grace the world. This very thought inspired Paulain to create a new collection. 

Each dress is a symbol of femininity with a hint of playfulness and seduction. Lace "Shadow Aim", gleaming with a billion little sparks "Pearl" and shining rose quartz "Hera" – they are created for those who are always ready to be the center of attention.

Are you ready to shine, command and conquer? Choose the dress that fits the mood, reflects your personality or is perfect for an upcoming occasion. Be the center of the Universe, adorn it in one of Paulain dresses. 

For women are the beauty of this world, and our collection shows that. 
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  				ANTAEA Maxi

  				Lovely floor-length evening dress made of weightless georgette
 
  				  				
  				
  					This amazing light evening gown will make you look even more slender and sophisticated. Ethereal, sm..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$319.00  							  						
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  				ANTAEA Maxi

  				Gorgeous floor-length evening gown made of weightless georgette
 
  				  				
  				
  					This amazing light evening gown will make you look even more slender and sophisticated. Ethereal, sm..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$319.00  							  						
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  				ANTAEA Classic

  				A cocktail dress made of almost sheer georgette in a classic length
 
  				  				
  				
  					Show a glimpse of your beautiful and slender legs in this classic-length airy dress made of sheer Ge..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$262.00  							  						
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  				BAILE

  				A chic cocktail dress made of glitter jersey
 
  				  				
  				
  					The regular-fit cocktail dress will hide small imperfections of the body and make the look light and..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$316.00  							  						
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  				BAILE

  				Fitted cocktail dress in glitter-coated knit
 
  				  				
  				
  					The regular-fit cocktail dress will hide small imperfections of the body and make the look light and..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$316.00  							  						
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  				BONNIE Midi

  				Midi-length cocktail dress made of thin satin with thin straps
 
  				  				
  				
  					Loved by all creative ladies, this thin satin dress goes with everything. It is a perfect base for c..  				
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  				BONNIE Tea-lenght

  				Long evening dress made of thin satin with thin straps
 
  				  				
  				
  					Delicate soft to the touch satin dress feels cool against the skin, falling to thin ankles and tiny ..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$90.00  							  						
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  				HERA

  				Long evening dress in shimmering glitter fabric
 
  				  				
  				
  					This glistening wrap dress on snaps looks stylish and sexy. Sparkling glitter fabric is smooth to th..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$326.00  							  						
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  				HERA

  				Glittering long evening dress in glitter fabric
 
  				  				
  				
  					This glistening wrap dress on snaps looks stylish and sexy. Sparkling glitter fabric is smooth to th..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$353.00  							  						
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  				DARLE

  				Feminine blue dress with lace bodice and chiffon skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					Let your pearl skin shine through the lace of this cocktail dress. Be charming and alluring, strike ..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$326.00  							  						
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  				DEBORAH

  				Cocktail dress with lace bodice and satin midi skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					This amazingly beautiful and delicate dress is made of black lace and satin. The skin shines through..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$302.00  							  						
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  				DEBORAH

  				Contrast lace and satin dress with short sleeves and midi skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					This amazingly beautiful and delicate dress is made of black lace and satin. The skin shines through..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$302.00  							  						
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  				ILYNE & PILAR

  				Long sleeve satin blouse and tea length skirt with pockets
 
  				  				
  				
  					Light satin wrap blouse accentuates smooth skin. Graceful neck and slightly revealed bust look sophi..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$291.00  							  						
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  				ILYNE & PILAR

  				Elegant set of satin long sleeve blouse and skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					Light satin wrap blouse accentuates smooth skin. Graceful neck and slightly revealed bust look sophi..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$291.00  							  						
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  				LETTA Classic

  				A cocktail dress made of weightless fabric with a skirt just below the knee
 
  				  				
  				
  					Ethereal translucent fabric gently envelops the shoulders, the shallow neckline makes the neck look ..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$305.00  							  						
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  				LETTA Classic

  				Lightweight dress of classic length made of weightless fabric
 
  				  				
  				
  					Ethereal translucent fabric gently envelops the shoulders, the shallow neckline makes the neck look ..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$305.00  							  						
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  				LETTA Maxi

  				Lightweight evening dress of maxi length in georgette with high waist
 
  				  				
  				
  					A light flying dress is just right for those events when you want to seem young, graceful and carefr..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$341.00  							  						
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  				LETTA Maxi

  				Long dress made of light georgette with a high waistline
 
  				  				
  				
  					A light flying dress is just right for those events when you want to seem young, graceful and carefr..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$341.00  							  						
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  				LIORA

  				Delicate top with a sleeve and a flying, sparkling midi-length skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					This elegant and formal, sexy and romantic ensemble is great for parties, family gatherings and corp..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$274.00  							  						
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  				LIORA

  				Stylish top and midi length in sparkling glitter fabric
 
  				  				
  				
  					This elegant and formal, sexy and romantic ensemble is great for parties, family gatherings and corp..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$274.00  							  						
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  				MINNA Midi

  				Light cocktail dress with puffy sleeves and a narrow sash
 
  				  				
  				
  					Puffy sleeves do not hinder the movements of the hands and delicately emphasize graceful narrow hand..  				
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  				MINNA Maxi

  				Luxurious long evening dress of maxi length with puffed sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					Luxurious evening dress, perfect for special occasions. The delicate skin of bare shoulders attracts..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$234.00  							  						
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  				PEARL Classic

  				Fitted cocktail dress with wing sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					A stylish cocktail dress for a party or special occasion will make you the star of the event, bright..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$250.00  							  						
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  				PEARL Maxi

  				Long evening dress in a straight silhouette with wing sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					An evening dress that won't let you get lost even among Hollywood stars and oriental princesses. The..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$337.00  							  						
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  				HUMA

  				Satin blouse with sleeves and skirt with glitter plumage print
 
  				  				
  				
  					According to the legend, the mysterious Arabic name belongs to a bird that brings joy. A fancy blous..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$302.00  							  						
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  				HUMA

  				Satin blouse with sleeves and skirt with glitter plumage print
 
  				  				
  				
  					According to the legend, the mysterious Arabic name belongs to a bird that brings joy. A fancy blous..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$302.00  							  						
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  				SHADOW HAIM

  				Graceful lace dress of a free silhouette with sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					The magic of lace can turn even an imperfect figure into a standard of beauty and charm. The loose s..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$294.00  							  						
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  				SHINE

  				Glittering long dress in glitter fabric
 
  				  				
  				
  					Sparkling, bright, glistening - this is what "shiny" means and glitter fabric looks like. It is impo..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$298.00  							  						
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  				RANIA

  				Light asemmetrical evening dress with graceful draperies 
 
  				  				
  				
  					Greetings from the most beautiful queen in the world – amazing Rania, who seems to posses all the ke..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$270.00  							  						
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				ANTAEA Maxi

  		Lovely floor-length evening dress made of weightless georgette
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		ANTAEA Maxi


  		Lovely floor-length evening dress made of weightless georgette
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				ANTAEA Maxi

  		Gorgeous floor-length evening gown made of weightless georgette
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  		Gorgeous floor-length evening gown made of weightless georgette
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				ANTAEA Classic

  		A cocktail dress made of almost sheer georgette in a classic length
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  		A cocktail dress made of almost sheer georgette in a classic length
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  		A chic cocktail dress made of glitter jersey
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  		A chic cocktail dress made of glitter jersey
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  		Fitted cocktail dress in glitter-coated knit
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  		Fitted cocktail dress in glitter-coated knit
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				BONNIE Midi

  		Midi-length cocktail dress made of thin satin with thin straps
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  		Midi-length cocktail dress made of thin satin with thin straps
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				BONNIE Tea-lenght

  		Long evening dress made of thin satin with thin straps
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  		Long evening dress made of thin satin with thin straps
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				HERA

  		Long evening dress in shimmering glitter fabric
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  		Long evening dress in shimmering glitter fabric
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  		Glittering long evening dress in glitter fabric
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  		Glittering long evening dress in glitter fabric
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				DARLE

  		Feminine blue dress with lace bodice and chiffon skirt
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  		Feminine blue dress with lace bodice and chiffon skirt
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  		Cocktail dress with lace bodice and satin midi skirt
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  		Cocktail dress with lace bodice and satin midi skirt
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  		Contrast lace and satin dress with short sleeves and midi skirt
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  		Contrast lace and satin dress with short sleeves and midi skirt
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				ILYNE & PILAR

  		Long sleeve satin blouse and tea length skirt with pockets
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  		Long sleeve satin blouse and tea length skirt with pockets
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  		Elegant set of satin long sleeve blouse and skirt
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  		Elegant set of satin long sleeve blouse and skirt
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				LETTA Classic

  		A cocktail dress made of weightless fabric with a skirt just below the knee
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		LETTA Classic


  		A cocktail dress made of weightless fabric with a skirt just below the knee
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				LETTA Classic

  		Lightweight dress of classic length made of weightless fabric
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  		Lightweight dress of classic length made of weightless fabric
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				LETTA Maxi

  		Lightweight evening dress of maxi length in georgette with high waist
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  		Lightweight evening dress of maxi length in georgette with high waist
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				LETTA Maxi

  		Long dress made of light georgette with a high waistline
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  		Long dress made of light georgette with a high waistline
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  		Delicate top with a sleeve and a flying, sparkling midi-length skirt
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  		Delicate top with a sleeve and a flying, sparkling midi-length skirt
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  		Stylish top and midi length in sparkling glitter fabric
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  		Stylish top and midi length in sparkling glitter fabric
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  		Light cocktail dress with puffy sleeves and a narrow sash
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  		Light cocktail dress with puffy sleeves and a narrow sash
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  		Luxurious long evening dress of maxi length with puffed sleeves
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  		Luxurious long evening dress of maxi length with puffed sleeves
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				PEARL Classic

  		Fitted cocktail dress with wing sleeves
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  		Fitted cocktail dress with wing sleeves
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  		Long evening dress in a straight silhouette with wing sleeves
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  		Long evening dress in a straight silhouette with wing sleeves
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  		Satin blouse with sleeves and skirt with glitter plumage print
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  		Satin blouse with sleeves and skirt with glitter plumage print
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  		Graceful lace dress of a free silhouette with sleeves
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  		Graceful lace dress of a free silhouette with sleeves
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				SHINE

  		Glittering long dress in glitter fabric
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  		Glittering long dress in glitter fabric
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				RANIA

  		Light asemmetrical evening dress with graceful draperies 
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  		Light asemmetrical evening dress with graceful draperies 
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